Local Food Systems Response to Covid
Building Better Beyond Webinar Series

Online Platforms: Pivots & Planning for the Future
Webinar Highlights
Overview
When COVID-19 hit the United States in early 2020, consumers quickly pivoted to purchasing more
food for preparation at home, and ordering food for takeout from restaurants. As a result, farmers,
food businesses, and restaurants responded by quickly initiating online sales, expanding their
online, pick-up, and delivery options, and rethinking their business model. This webinar focused on
the lessons learned during this online shift from multiple perspectives and explored how online
activities are adapting within local and regional food systems. This panel answered the questions,
“Where is empowerment and access happening within the online space and where are there gaps
in who is being served and who has access? What kinds of adaptations should we be looking for to
support online market channels in the future?”
Speakers
Claire Strader: Organic Vegetable Educator, University of Wisconsin Extension, Dane County and
FairShare CSA Coalition
CSA Innovation Network
Matt Maudlin: CEO, MEMO Marketing Group
MEMO Marketing Group
Beverly Clark: Co-owner & Chef, Parachute and Wherewithal
Parachute and Wherewithal
Jon Sewell: Creator, LoCo Coops
LoCo Coops
Introduction
As a result of changing consumer behavior during COVID-19, there has been huge growth in online
sales. Many local and regional food businesses adopted these models without the full
understanding of best practices and implications to their bottom line. Additionally, not all
businesses were able to make the investment (both time and financial) to adopt online sales
platforms. The uneven access to essential resources needed to support an online pivot, including
technical, financial, and educational, may be further exacerbating issues of equity and access for
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for both entrepreneurs and customers across local and regional food systems.
The panel discussed the challenges and opportunities of switching to virtual marketplaces and
avenues to develop shared infrastructure to address equity and access to these vital platforms.
The panelists represented different parts of the supply chain and a diversity of perspectives.
Dawn Thilmany (Colorado State University) began the conversation by providing an overview of a
consumer survey conducted by the “Local Food System Response to COVID-19” research team
members from Colorado State University to understand changes in consumer behavior driven by
COVID-19. The survey found that in 2020, there was a spike in online sales as well as a predicted
continual increase post COVID-19. By looking at different market channels, the survey found that
online platform use was increasing across demographics – from younger generations whose work
also shifted online to older generations who shifted to using online platforms because of their
heightened risk for COVID-19. Overall, the consumer survey assessed how consumers were
changing where and how they procured food.
Overview
CSA Innovation Network (CSA-IN): When COVID-19 hit, there was a big shift to online sales and
concerns about how to get access to food in the local market. CSAs across the country saw a boom
in sales as consumers were able to access food they thought was scarce. CSAs also gained
popularity because pickup locations offered a low-contact way to get food. Claire Strader explained
that in response to this boom in CSA, the CSA-IN became interested in understanding how farmers
cooperated to share information about online platforms to determine the best solution for their
situations. The National Young Farmers Coalition released a report that outlined 19 different
platforms that were specifically designed for farm sales. However, this report did not define the
pros and cons of each platform from the farmer perspective.
Concerned with helping farmers find the best platform to use, CSA-IN conducted a survey of CSA
farmers across the country to learn what platforms these farmers were using and, most
importantly, their reasoning behind choosing certain platforms over others. The survey resulted in
170 responses on 23 platforms. Claire Strader explained, “One of the things that we noticed is that
farms were not only using those 19 platforms in the national young farmers coalition publication
whose platforms were specifically designed for farms. They were also using at least four other
platforms that were not designed specifically for farm sales and rather could be used for anything
that you might sell online.” CSA-IN compiled the survey results in a report that highlights the 9
platforms that received ratings from at least 10 farmers. Platforms with the highest farmer rating
include but is not limited to GrazeCart, Shopify, Squarespace, and WooCommerce. As Claire
Strader explained, the report offers “profiles on farmers about why they chose the particular
platform they use and what it looks like both from the back end of the farmer and the front end of
the consumer.”
Claire concluded by acknowledging that when focusing on online platforms, there are a lot of
things left out of the conversation, especially from the farmer perspective. For instance, shifting to

an online store required both financial capital (for coolers and distribution) that many farmers did
not have, as well as knowledge capital around how to forecast harvests to create an online
inventory. Claire Strader reflected that these difficulties have a “different impact depending on
both race and access to capital across the farmers we worked with” and that while the online
component is important, farmers across the country are affected by the transition to online spaces
differently.
MEMO Marketing Group: MEMO Marketing Group is a strategic marketing firm based in the
Midwest that works with local farmers at the nexus of agriculture, retail, and technology. Matt
Maudlin emphasized that for small farmers, farming has become much more than farming. It is
also about “things like retail and … technology,” causing small farmers to re-innovate amid the
COVID-19 pandemic. This contrasts with large-scale farms who were insulated from a lot of the
challenges brought on by the global pandemic.
According to Matt, this created an opportunity for advocates like himself who help individual
farmers navigate existing solutions, multiple communication channels, and best practices to find
what works for their businesses. Matt explained that in his experience working with small farmers
in the Midwest, the transition to online platforms felt overwhelming and difficult. The shift to online
spaces amidst the COVID-19 pandemic required farmers to jump headfirst into online marketing –
for some changing what every day business looked like.
A Restaurant's Perspective: Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Chicago restaurant Parachute
did not do takeout in a commitment to preserving the quality and freshness of their food.
However, co-owner and Chef, Beverly Clark explained that the pandemic forced them to pivot
towards carryout, but this was not their first interaction with take-out platforms. In February of
2020 Clark was shocked to find their restaurant Parachute was on Grubhub without their consent:
“I was looking at my Google page and I was really shocked to find that I was on Grubhub. I didn't even
sign up for Grubhub…I looked at the site and sure enough my logo was there, my pictures are there, you
can see that we were selling raw oysters takeout and I was really kind of like shocked. I wasn't aware that
I was on Grubhub... This is a practice that I realized was happening from DoorDash to Grubhub to Uber
Eats… I felt so nauseated by that experience that my identity that I had worked so hard to build and I
had so much pride on the menu to see it sort of stolen and recreated without my consent. Restaurants
surely did in the pandemic have the short end of the stick when it came to third-party platforms.”
Chef Clark further explained what she meant by the short end of the stick when it came to thirdparty platforms by detailing how restaurants are responsible for unreasonably high commission
fees (up to 30%), are the victim of having their brand identity copied and misrepresented, and
often these platforms lack quality customer service. Third-party delivery platforms monopolized on
customer data gathered from unpartnered restaurants making “record sales while restaurants
made record losses.”

While restaurants struggled with high operating costs, like rent or mortgages, labor wages and
benefits, and payroll taxes, even as revenues declined, third-party delivery platforms lobbied for
their employees to be independent contractors to avoid paying worker benefits. And while
marketing themselves as pro-restaurant may trick consumers into believing that these apps are
friendly to restaurants, this is not always true. Chef Beverly Clark ended her presentation by urging
that the restaurant/third party relationship is not a fair one – to survive in the world of online
ordering, restaurants are forced to go down the third-party platform road.
LoCo Co-ops: Continuing with the discussion of restaurants and retail, Jon Sewell recounted how,
in response to Grubhub’s local monopoly over food delivery services, he and a group of 20
restaurants owners in Iowa City created the first restaurant delivery coop to lower delivery costs.
Offering an alternative to the bleak restaurant/third-party platform relationship that Beverly Clark
outlined, Jon Sewell explains that through LoCo Co-ops’ delivery model, restaurants can take back
control of the delivery process. In practice, this means forming an LLC, S-Corp, or coop, finding an
IT platform, developing the App/online ordering, connecting with drivers, signing up restaurants,
and developing rates, fees, and hours of operation. Jon Sewell explained that “all excess revenues
that are generated by the service get distributed back to the restaurants that are on the platform
and not to the venture capital backed Silicon Valley and Chicago behemoths that run these things
now.” Jon is franchising this model in the hopes that restaurants can capitalize their own delivery
business.
Comparing Grubhub, DoorDash and Uber Eats to Amazon, Jon stated, “they're doing to
independent restaurants what Amazon did to independent retailers. They are destroying them.”
Jon concluded his presentation with this statement on the need for independent restaurants to
organize around delivery co-op models like LoCo Co-ops, “I don't care about the national chains
Chick-fil-A, Taco Bell. They can negotiate fine contracts; they are getting much better pricing and
commissions than the independent restaurants get. Independent restaurants need to do
something like this to survive in the future and do delivery.”
Webinar Highlights
The Cultural Online Moment
In both the restaurant and farming sectors there was a rapid mobilization to online platforms to
cope with heightened COVID-19 restrictions and the need to find ways to keep businesses afloat.
This shift to the digital was spurred by the cultural moment we are living in that is seeing consumer
preferences shift strongly in favor of the convenience digital experiences offer. Today, people
spend more time on their phones than watching TV which brings a whole new world of marketing
as ads shift from television to Instagram. Therefore, if business owners do not have the knowledge
and understanding of online sales and marketing, they might lose the opportunity to sustain or
grow their business. The panelists emphasized that COVID-19 pushed people of different
generations to become accustomed to online sales – while Millennials and Gen Z quickly and easily
hopped on the online food shopping bandwagon, older generations were forced to figure out
online platforms as an abundance of caution over in-person safety concerns. Panelists further
emphasized that culturally, we are raising a generation who is comfortable with mobile technology

and engaging with brands through their phones. Building relationships with brands is important
when navigating food delivery platforms that are inundated with more choices than ever. Panelists
noted that as a country, we’ve gotten busier at home, with Zoom school and work from home
creating consumer demand towards food delivery. As this webinar explained, it was not only
restaurants that made the shift to online delivery platforms. Farmers who were primarily selling at
farmers markets pre-COVID-19 also used online platforms as a place to showcase their inventory
and get products in front of customers in face of closures.
Transferring to Online Platforms
Operating on an online platform does not provide the same experience as in-person interactions.
Panelists noted that when operating a business, it is not enough to focus on the transactional
relationship – customers are looking for experiences, connections, and community. One of the
aspects that can be overlooked when moving online is the loss of the experience factor. Therefore,
it is critical to use the technology so that in-platform interactions are not purely transactional.
Examples panelists suggested included building location-specific notifications in Apps, sending
newsletters, hosting Zoom sessions, and writing blogs.
For farmers, the move to online sales made the follow-through even more important. When people
shop at farmers markets, one of the primary purchase motivators is how produce looks. When that
is removed, it is not just about what a tomato looks like when it is picked, it is about how the
tomato holds up after traveling to the consumer and what perception the customer has of the
farm after receiving the produce bought online. Panelists noted that community, vibe, and
ambience are difficult to replicate through an online platform. For farms it is key to create
community around the transaction to build a customer base. Restaurants were also faced with the
difficult job of making their food hold value without the in-person guest experience. Without the
vibe, atmosphere, and service so integral to the hospitality industry, restaurants like Parachute
reinvented their menu to ensure that the food they were sending out the door could withstand a
30-minute car ride. While the experience and performance of an in-person dining experience
cannot be replicated or translated through online platforms, restaurants like Parachute have built
community through models like their pay-as-you-can program, offering a wider demographic of
people access to their food. The use of online platforms is not stagnant – businesses are
transitioning from platform to platform based on their needs, updates in service, and clarity of
their online business model.
Equity and Access to Technology
A significant portion of the webinar was spent discussing who is benefiting the most from online
platforms and where work needs to happen to make online platforms more equitable. Jon Sewell
and Beverly Clark both highlighted how restaurants are being forced to use for-profit third-party
delivery platforms to remain competitive. While platforms like Grubhub, DoorDash, and Uber Eats
benefit the customer by providing good cuisine delivered to their house, they hurt independent
restaurants and restaurant workers in numerous ways – one way being that restaurant workers do
not get any of the tip given to the delivery driver. Panelists emphasized that it is the large
corporations who are winning because of the increase in online platforms at the expense of
working-class people. Corporate buying power, lobbying capabilities, and marketing force are

making it close to impossible to compete outside of their system. However, LoCo Co-ops is a prime
example of how communities are embracing alternatives to the for-profit technology firms leading
the delivery space. Claire Strader pointed to a key component regarding equity and access when
describing how farmers who have historically been disenfranchised and under resourced because
of structural racism are facing larger hurdles than white, well-resourced farmers. With a switch
from in-person sales to the online marketplace came a switch in production practices. Navigating
new challenges such as how to inventory crops, predict sales, and cool food before it is sold was
much easier for farmers who have been historically resourced and supported. Farmers who have
been disadvantaged by race continue to face hurdles accessing the credit and capital needed to
make the quick and sustainable pivot to online sales.
The closing reflections of the panel are well summarized in this statement from Matt Maudlin, “I
think that we have to move forward recognizing that things have changed, and we have to create
new plans for how we're going to respond.” When asked what future changes might look like for
producers, consumers, and policy makers, the panelists suggested that: 1) more work be done
collaboratively on a local basis rather than letting national chains drive online solution; 2) policies
be adopted that prohibit the immoral practice of copying independent restaurant identities online;
and 3) small scale farmers look toward home delivery models to further expand their customer
base.
Resource Quick Links
Platforms Identified by Webinar Attendees during Polling Question
EatFromFarms
Foodshed.io
Gravity Payments
Harvie
Local Food Marketplace
Lulu's Local Foods
Manage My Market
Shopify
Square
The Food Corridor
Farmer to Farmer Exchange Report, CSA Innovation Network
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WTnUA4vtvj_HBedC56kfaP7JeijpDLp9XQ3mR2KUT0/edit?fbclid=IwAR1YnNje-1-fBKuMoUyq0x8j0kte2shR-XIfqVvUFxsW8MadxDFbb_sIG4
Fall 2020 Consumer Survey on Food Choices During COVID-19
https://lfscovid.localfoodeconomics.com/consumer-food-insights/
Farmer’s Guide to Direct Sales Software Platforms, National Young Farmers Coalition
https://www.youngfarmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Farmers-Guide-to-Direct-SalesSoftware-Platforms.pdf

Independent Co-op Delivery Models
FromTo, Vancouver, BC
DCtoGoGo, Washington, DC
Upper Valley Eateries and Retail, Hanover, NH
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